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ABSTRACT
In today’s computerized and information-based society, we
are soaked with vast amounts of natural language text data,
ranging from news articles, product reviews, advertisements,
to a wide range of user-generated content from social media.
To turn such massive unstructured text data into actionable
knowledge, one of the grand challenges is to gain an understanding of entities and the relationships between them.
In this tutorial, we introduce data-driven methods to recognize typed entities of interest in different kinds of text corpora (especially in massive, domain-specific text corpora).
These methods can automatically identify token spans as
entity mentions in text and label their types (e.g., people,
product, food) in a scalable way. We demonstrate on real
datasets including news articles and yelp reviews how these
typed entities aid in knowledge discovery and management.
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mining tool, SegPhrase [34], won the grand prize of Yelp
Dataset Challenge1 , and our entity recognition and typing
tool, ClusType [41], was shipped to facilitate products in
Microsoft Bing Ads team.
Example: Entity recognition and typing for social media.
In a collection of tweets, entities such as people, restaurants
and events are mentioned in text. For example, from the
tweet “Jean Joho (Chef of The Eiffel Tower Restaurant) is
on board to present at EC 2010.”, it is desirable to identify
“Jean Joho” as person, and “The Eiffel Tower Restaurant”
as restaurant, and ‘EC 2010 ” as event. However, existing
work encounters several challenges when handling such a
domain-specific text corpus:
1. The lack of human annotated data for domain-specific
corpus presents a major challenge for adapting traditional supervised named entity recognition systems.
Fortunately, a number of structured and semantically
rich knowledge bases are available, which provides chances
for automatically recognizing entities by utilizing distant supervision.
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Introduction

2. Many entity detection tools are trained on generaldomain, regular corpora (e.g., news articles), but they
do not work well on domain-specific corpora such as
tweets. A domain-agnostic phrase mining algorithm is
required to efficiently generate entity mention candidates with minimal linguistic assumptions.

Motivation: Entity recognition/typing and structured analysis of massive text corpora. The success of database technology is largely attributed to the efficient and effective management of structured data. The construction of a wellstructured database is often the premise of consequent applications. Although the majority of existing data generated
in our society is unstructured, big data leads to big opportunities to uncover structures of real-world entities, such as
people, products, organizations, and events, from massive
amount but inter-related unstructured data. By mining token spans of entity mentions in documents, labeling their
structured types and inferring their relations, it is possible to
construct semantically rich structures and provide conceptual summarization of such data. The uncovered structures
will facilitate browsing information and retrieving knowledge that are otherwise locked in the data. Our phrase

3. Entity surface names are often ambiguous—multiple
entities many share the same surface name (e.g., “Jean
Joho” may refer to different people). Even though
the contexts surrounding each entity mention provide
clues on its types, challenges arise due to the diversity
on paraphrasing. With data redundancy in a massive corpus, it is possible to disambiguate entities and
resolve synonymous surrounding contexts using correlated textual information structured in an information
network for holistic analysis.

What will be covered in this tutorial?
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Preliminaries: We introduce the audience to the broad
subject of entity recognition by providing motivation in the
context of information extraction for knowledge base population . Within this context introduce entities, types, extracting these entities from within text itself, and examples
1
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validating the necessity for entity disambiguation and resolution. We then introduce several different applications to
latent entity discovery in data. In particular, we will introduce and explain grouping latent entities by concepts, by
topics, and even extracting and understanding relationships
between entities.
Entity Mention Detection: In this part of our presentation, we introduce the problem of identifying entity mentions. We formulate the problem and discuss three main
schools of thought in tackling the problem.
1. Supervised Methods: We begin by introducing IOB,
a common representation that transforms entity mention detection into classification. Then, beginning with
classical (non-sequential) models, we outline a variety of
methods including unigram and higher-order chunkers,
SVM’s, maximum entropy models, and ensemble methods. We then introduce sequential models for entity mention detection and outline a progressive array of methods
from generative to discriminative models.
2. Unsupervised Methods: We follow on by introducing
two main classes of unsupervised approaches: chunking
grammar approaches and methods that draw upon largetext corpora and their relative merits and broad spectrum of applications. We then focus on applications of
ToPMine for topical phrase mining and noun-collocation
mining.
3. Distantly / Weakly Supervised Methods: We focus
on a variety of methods including incorporating outside
information via dictionary. We mainly emphasize SegPhrase, an approach for extracting high-quality phrases
and entity mentions with minimal supervision.

Case Study and Evaluations We conclude our tutorial
by demonstrating the capabilities of many of the tools and
methods mentioned on a variety of test cases and metrics.
We begin by evaluating tools and methodologies for entity recognition. We introduce a variety of evaluation metrics and public datasets, and evaluate a variety of generaldomain NER systems including the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer, Illinois Named Entity Tagger, FIGER, and
other Named Entity Recognition in NLP toolkits. We then
present a few case-studies on two real-world datasets consisting of news articles and tweets. In particular we focus on
entity mention detection in these datasets and typing these
extracted entity mentions.

Target Audience and prerequisites
Researchers and practitioners in the field of data mining,
text mining, information extraction, information retrieval,
web search, database systems, and information systems.
While the audience with a good background in these areas would benefit most from this tutorial, we believe the
material to be presented would give general audience and
newcomers an introductory pointer to the current work and
important research topics in this field, and inspire them to
learn more. Only preliminary knowledge about text mining,
information extraction, data mining, algorithms, and their
applications are needed.

Tutorial Outline
This tutorial presents a comprehensive overview of the techniques developed for automatic entity recognition and typing
in recent years. We will discuss the following key issues.
1. Preliminaries of Entity Recognition and Typing

Entity Recognition in Individual Documents:
1. General Text: In the context of general text recognition, we discuss introduce many named entity recognition (NER) methods. We discuss entity recognition
as sequence labeling as well as the coarse types and
manually-annotated corpora these models leverage.
2. Domain Text: In the context of domain-specific extraction, we discuss several approaches. We discuss
twitter in the context of Tweet segmentation and chunking as well as LabeledLDA based on Freebase. In addition to twitter we discuss entity recognition in product
reviews and biomedical text data.
Entity Recognition in Large Domain-Specific Corpora: We contrast single-document cases to the context of
large single-domain corpora. Starting with semi-supervised
approaches, we present sequence-labeling models and models that combine local and global features. We transition to
weakly supervised approaches and their merits -discussing
pattern-based bootstrapping methods, SEISA: Set expansion, and a variety of probabilistic modeling methods as well
as graph-based label propagation approaches. We then discuss several approaches for distantly supervised entity recognition. These methods include state of the art approaches
such as FIGER which performs sequence labeling with automatically annotated data , SemTagger - a contextual classifier that uses seed data , APOLLO which performs label
propagation on graphs, and ClusType which employs relation phrase-based clustering for effective entity recognition.

(a) Entities that are explicitly typed and linked externally with documents.
i. Wikilinks and ClueWeb corpora
(b) Entities that can be extracted within text.
(c) Entity disambiguation and resolution.
i. MENED: Mining evidence outside referent knowledge bases
2. Entity Mention Detection
(a) Unsupervised Entity Mention Detection
i. ReVerb: A pattern-based approach for matching entities and relations
ii. Significance detection of phrases and entities in
a corpus
iii. Jointly identifying significant phrases for entities and relations
(b) Supervised Entity Mention Detection
i. Jointly extracting entities and relations
ii. MaxiEnt markov models for information extraction and segmentation
iii. Semi-supervised text chunking for entity candidate generation
iv. Ranking for entity mention
(c) Distantly / Weakly Supervised Methods

i. SegPhrase: Weakly supervised phrase extraction and segmentation
ii. Exploiting dictionaries: Combining semi-markov
extraction process with data integration
3. Entity Recognition in Single Text Documents
(a) Traditional supervised named entity recognition (NER)
systems
i. Entity recognition and typing as a sequence labeling task
ii. Classic coarse types and manually-annotated corpora
iii. Sequence labeling models
A. Hidden Markov models
B. Maximum entropy-based models
C. SVM-based models
D. Conditional random field-based models
(b) Entity recognition in tweets
i. Tweet segmentation and chunking
ii. LabeledLDA based on Freebase
iii. Segment ranking
(c) Entity recognition in product reviews
(d) Entity recognition in biomedical text
4. Entity Recognition in A Large, Domain-specific Corpus
(a) Semi-supervised approaches
i. Combining local and global features
(b) Weakly-supervised approaches
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Pattern-based bootstrapping methods
SEISA: A set expansion method
Probabilistic modeling methods
Graph-based label propagation
Extracting entities from web tables

(c) Distantly-supervised approaches
i. SemTagger: Seed-based contextual classifier for
entity typing
ii. APOLLO: Label propagation on graphs
iii. ClusType: Effective entity recognition by relation phrase-based clustering
(d) Fine-grained typing approaches
i. FIGER: Multi-label classification with automatically annotated data
ii. HYENA: Hierarchical classification for fine-grained
typing
iii. WSABIE: Embedding method for fine-grained
typing
(e) Label noise reduction in distant supervision
i. Noisy candidate types in automatically generated training data
ii. Simple pruning heuristics
iii. Partial-label learning methods
iv. Label noise reduction by heterogeneous partiallabel embedding

5. Evaluations of entity recognition
(a) Evaluation metrics and public datasets
(b) Public general-domain NER systems
(c) Shared tasks on entity recognition
6. Case studies: news articles and tweets.
(a) Entity recognition in these datasets
i. Detect entity mentions in these datasets
ii. Typing entity mentions in these datasets
(b) Integrating entities in both datasets
7. Recent progress and research problems on entity recognition
(a) Combine entity recognition with other related tasks
(b) Extracting entities from multiple sources
(c) Integrating multiple NER systems
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